
 

FAQ’s & Rumors  

Club V 2018-19 

This time of year, we hear so many rumors about what we are “offering” at Club V, that we look forward to it like we do 
the Super Bowl Commercials.  Some of these you may find ridiculous while others you may have heard.  We are happy to 
clarify all these rumors!  Here are some of our favorites and we will clarify with the truth. 
 
Rumor #1 – The UAC has kicked out Club V and other volleyball clubs are now occupying it.   
We are proud to call the UAC our north home and look forward to another great season.   
 
Rumor #2 - Club V is going to put 20 players on a team and only have them practice once a week. 
Yeah…kind of ridiculous don’t you think?  We will not put 20 girls on a team, typically it is around 10. If you know us we 
believe in growing and developing skills which requires getting in the gym.  There are more training opportunities this 
Club season than ever before. 
 
Rumor #3 - The Select Program will be run more like the Elite Program with way higher costs and less training. 
Again, we believe that to gain skill requires lots of gym time.  This season more than ever before we have so many 
training opportunities included.  This is what is offered every week: 

-  Competition practices 
-  Development training practices 
-  8 different workout time-slots 
-  Friday Mindset Trainings (when there isn’t a tournament being held) 
-  Friday Small Group Game Competitions (held after Mindset Training) 
-  FREE Summer Training for All MP, Select, and Elite athletes 

 
Rumor #4  - Costs are doubling this year for all the programs.   
The great news is all our pricing is online for everyone to see.  Go see for yourself.  We have reduced our team fees in a 
lot of programs and increased in others to accommodate the additional training we offer but the highest increases are 
less than 5%.   
 
Rumor #5 - The Utah Athletic Center is closing. 
Simply not true.  The Utah Athletic Center has more programs and additional training opportunities than ever before 
and has great partnerships with FNX Fit, Live in Victory Crossfit, MetaSport FC, Sonics Basketball, AAU Volleyball, USAV 
Volleyball, Jr Jazz with the South Davis Rec, among others. 
 
Rumor #6 - Club V only cares about the top teams. 
We have changed our ENTIRE training model to ensure that EVERY athlete gets the same training and opportunities to 
succeed.  The core principles and opportunities that have helped so many of our athletes are available to all.  We are 
very proud of it and excited to show you. 
 
Rumor #7 - If you don’t get the right coach your experience will be terrible. 
We will reiterate the statement above that our entire model has changed so that EVERY athlete gets to work with our 
most experienced coaches every week all season long.  We have set it up so everyone can learn the same information 
from the same coaches in order to succeed and work together. 
 
Rumor #8 - It’s all about the money. 
We offer A LOT of free training opportunities and are giving summer training away FREE to Elite, Select, and MP athletes.  
We have also started the Ambassador Program designed to make Club more affordable.  You even get an immediate 
discount on your fees for signing up.  Contact us for more information on the program.  If that isn’t the worst money-
making scheme, we’re not sure what is. 
 



Rumor #9 - Club V costs more than other Clubs. 
There are a lot of club options out there.  Some clubs do charge less.  They have figured out what their programs are 
worth and charge accordingly.  If you compare the offerings these teams are comparable to our club program and 
charge more to do so.  Our MP, Select, and Elite Programs offer more training than any other programs available in 
Utah.  
 
Rumor #10 - It’s better to go somewhere else if you don’t make a 1’s team. 
It is true that our top teams are ranked among the best in the country and we are very proud of their work ethic and 
execution.  A lot of those teams are now qualifying in the open division.  The truth is that we had 13 teams qualify to 
attend nationals in 2018.  In 2017, we had 3 18’s teams finish in the top 4 of the Utah Power League and each team beat 
each other during the season.  That same year we had two 17’s teams both finish in the top 60 of the final National 
Rankings.   Every year, we have multiple teams from the same age group competing against each other and finishing in 
the top of tournaments and leagues.  These non-1st teams consistently perform better than the majority of other 1’s 
teams from other clubs.   
 
Last year, 2 of our 14’s played each other in the Power League Finals.  Our 15-2’s took 3rd, 16-2’s took 3rd, and our 17-2’s 
took 3rd in the Power League Championships.  We have had two Club V teams from the same age group play each other 
in the finals of a tournament 17 times.  Now, with our Development Training Model every athlete will get to experience 
gym time with these coaches who have produced some incredible results.  
 
Rumor #11 - It’s bad for volleyball to have too many good teams in the same age group from the same club. 
Here’s the deal.  If you want to create Spartans you need to grow up in Sparta.  There is a reason the best serving teams 
are typically the best passing teams.  You will raise to the level of competition you compete against on a daily basis.  You 
will rise to the expectation set for you and you will mimic what is around you.  Having more talent assembled under the 
same roof creates a more intense practice and training environment.  Having each athlete work directly with our best 
coaches also increases the expectation and execution levels.  NASA seeks out the brightest minds to work under the 
same roof to create the impossible.  We look at it the same way.  We want the best Utah, Wyoming, and Idaho has to 
offer to do what is thought impossible for a Club from this region.  At the end of the day you need to ask yourself, do 
you create more growth and development by collaborating with the best and finding a way to add value or by being the 
best surrounded by inferior talent?  We truly believe being around like-minded driven athletes will bring more out of an 
athlete than anything else.  This is how we consistently send 20 or more girls to play in college from the same class year 
after year. 
 
Rumor #12 - If you are at a club, elite, or select level it doesn’t matter which club you play for because it is all the same. 
There might have been a little bit of truth to that before now.  However, with our Development Training Program that 
has become very untrue.  Who you work with does make a significant difference.  If you are getting the same training 
and information that the best of the best are getting, you can take that training and information and follow in their 
footsteps.  It is better to seek advice from those who are already doing or have done what you want to do. 
 
Rumor #13 - Club V is a secret branch of the Government like Men In Black keeping the Universe safe for all. 
This one is actually true.  Do you really believe that guys like Andrew and Beau are just “Volleyball” coaches?  You are all 
welcome for all of the World saving missions that keep our planet safe for you to play volleyball!  Now if you don’t mind 
please take a look right here… 
 
 
 
 
 


